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Market Overview

uneven pace and further stimulus from the European Central Bank

Global equity markets delivered strong gains during the fourth

has been supported. While the ECB’s recent actions (further cuts

quarter of 2013. Performance among the broad individual country

to the policy interest rate, additional liquidity within the banking

indices were predominantly positive, particularly in the developed

system and another government bond purchase program) have

market economies – led by the U.S. Emerging markets continued to

been underwhelming, the slow recovery appears to be on track.

face skepticism with questions surrounding their pace of economic
The U.S. market outperformed developed market equities as a

growth, political stability and leadership, and a the potential for

whole, returning 10.50% as measured by the S&P 500 Index. Within

overreliance on developed markets’ monetary stimulus.

the U.S., investors propelled the equity market to all-time highs
Against this backdrop, the MSCI World Index gained 8.11% (8.55%

on the heels of the Fed’s continued accommodation supporting

in local currency terms) during the quarter, and the MSCI ACWI

economic growth and the announcement of third quarter U.S GDP

returned 7.42%. The BofA Merrill Lynch Global 300 Convertible

expanded at a higher than expected rate of 4.1%. The Fed took the

Index (G300) returned 4.15% during the fourth quarter.

first steps to pare back quantitative easing at its December meeting,
which provided further evidence to the markets that the economic

With respect to the major developed market countries within

recovery was well underway, and that the “taper” of quantitative

the index, European equities slightly underperformed the broader

stimulus would, be orderly and well communicated.

index with the MSCI Europe Index returning 7.92%. There have
been positive signs within the Eurozone, including a pickup in

Japanese equities returned 2.31% for the quarter, as measured by

manufacturing and retail sales, easing trade imbalances, and

the MSCI Japan Index. ‘Abenomics’ continues to evolve and recently

shrinking budget deficits. That said, the recovery has been at an

the Bank of Japan announced that it will not end its monetary easing
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE VERSUS
THE MSCI ACWI INDEX

The Global Convertible Market
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The BofA Merrill Lynch Global 300 Convertible Index (G300)
returned 4.15% for the quarter, while the MSCI World Index gained

Data as of 12/31/13. Source: Calamos Advisors LLC

8.11% (8.55% in local currency terms).
in two years, as originally planned, but instead will continue until the
2% inflation target is reached. The disconnect between consumer

Of the major regions within the G300 Index, Europe performed the

price inflation and wage inflation remains within the country with

strongest with a gain of 6.25% compared to a gain of 7.92% for the

recent estimates showing consumer prices rising five times as quickly

MSCI Europe equity index. US convertibles generated healthy gains,

as wages. Abe continues to urge companies to increase wages as

returning 6.02% versus a 10.50% gain for equities as reflected by

part of his plan to restore economic growth to the country.

the S&P 500 index. Japanese convertibles underperformed during
the quarter, returning -0.81%, while Japanese equities increased

The emerging markets displayed higher volatility and
underperformed developed market equities during the quarter,
as they did for the full year. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index
returned 1.86% during the time period. Within emerging market
countries, there are short term concerns surrounding recent

2.31% as measured by the MSCI Japan index. During the quarter,
speculative grade convertibles outperformed investment grade
issues. As measured by U.S. indices, the BofA Merrill Lynch All
Speculative Grade Index (VXA2) returned 6.36%, compared with the
BofA Merrill Lynch All Investment Grade Index (VXA1), up 4.92%.

weakness in some of the larger economies, China and Brazil in
particular. While these short term considerations are concerning,

Currency

we believe the longer term secular growth theme remains intact for

The U.S. Dollar Index, a measure of the performance of the U.S.

emerging market economies.

dollar against a basket of six major world currencies, slightly
decreased by -0.23% during the quarter. With respect to major

Global equities experienced positive sector returns during the
quarter. Within the MSCI ACWI Index, information technology
(+12.13%), health care (+8.93%) and industrials (+8.92%) were the
best performing sectors during the period while utilities (+2.44%),

currencies, the U.S. dollar depreciated against the British Pound,
the Euro and the Swiss Franc by -2.24%, -1.57% and -1.33%,
respectively, in the period. The dollar appreciated versus the
Japanese Yen by +7.16% during the quarter.

materials (+4.27%) and consumer staples (+5.32%) were the
weakest performers on a relative basis.
2
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FIGURE 3. SECTOR ALLOCATIONS VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI INDEX
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This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or broad
based index hedging securities/options the portfolio may hold.
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Source: Calamos Advisors LLC
Data as of 12/31/13.
This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Companies are classified geographically according to their country of domicile. Geographical
distribution tables exclude any options on broad market indexes the portfolio may hold.

The representative portfolio information described in both charts above represents a representative account managed in the Global Opportunities strategy. Other clients’
portfolios may differ mainly due to individual restrictions and timing of purchases and sales. All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio.
Please see page four for additional information.

Strategy Performance Review

made significant investments into our business over the past year,

The strategy captured a majority of the MSCI ACWI Index’s upside

and feel the organization is exceptionally well positioning to meet

in the fourth quarter, in a market environment characterized

the coming opportunities and challenges within the global asset

by very strong upward momentum, a return to risk assets, and

management industry. We are encouraged that these efforts and

declining volatility. The objective of the strategy is to capture a

our unrelenting commitment to our clients are bearing fruit across

significant amount of the global equity markets’ upside, while

Calamos strategies, and our team looks forward to capitalizing on

seeking to mitigate downside risk and volatility, over a full market

these opportunities on behalf of our clients in the quarters to come.

cycle. We fully recognize the strategy’s upside participation during

We appreciate the relationship we’ve forged over the years and look

the quarter and the calendar year fell short of your expectations

forward to working with you in 2014.

as well as our own. As we’ve communicated previously, we’ve
3
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Information Technology. Relative security selection within the

assets, the sector came under pressure during the quarter and

sector detracted the most value during the quarter. Holdings within

was the weakest performing sector within the index. Utilities

the software and Internet software & services industries lagged in

remains a highly regulated area where we currently do not see many

particular. We have maintained our conviction in the sector for quite

compelling growth opportunities.

a long time on the thesis that these companies exhibit reasonable
valuations, attractive growth characteristics, and fit well within
several of the broad secular themes in which we’re trying to maintain
exposure. The thesis remains intact and we continue to seek out well
managed growth businesses globally within the sector; companies
with cleaner balance sheets, attractive catalysts for growth, and
strong and sustainable cash flows. Key themes we are seeking to
gain exposure to include; productivity enhancement, continued shift
to mobile, big data/unstructured data and analytics to name a few.

Geographic. While country/regional positioning is largely a residual
of our security selection process, the investment team is cognizant of
the various macro risks and growth opportunities within countries,
and factors these into investment decision making. The portfolio
remains underweight to North America relative to the index, but
nearly equal weight in the U.S. Our exposure to Europe has increased
in the preceding quarters and now is a marginal overweight relative
to both the MSCI World and ACWI. In general, European security
selection was a detractor from performance during the quarter as

Energy. The portfolio’s relative security selection also detracted

we were cautious about increasing our weighting, and selectively

value during the quarter. Specifically, the portfolio’s overweight

adding to growth oriented sectors and companies. We are also

allocation to and weak selection within the oil & gas equipment

maintaining an approximate 12% allocation to emerging markets,

& services industry hampered returns. Within the portfolio, our

which has marginally increased in the ensuing quarter. The weighting

emphasis remains on industries within the sector which present

in emerging markets and selection within the region was a net

attractive long-term growth fundamentals that are relatively less

positive for the quarter. Security selection within the United States

tied to the price of underlying commodities. We believe the gradual

detracted from performance during the quarter, as did selection in

recovery in global growth and continued innovation in exploration

the United Kingdom. An underweight position to Australia added to

and production will support growth opportunities within the sector.

relative returns.

We are encouraged by the “energy revolution” taking place in the
U.S., while exploration and production opportunities outside the U.S.
(such as in Mexico) continue to be attractive growth catalysts for a
number of the holdings within the portfolio. While there has been
volatility within the sector, we are taking a longer term view of the
opportunity set, and believe the structural reforms taking place in
key energy markets like Mexico and the evolution of new technology
to uncover unconventional or formerly inaccessible supplies of oil and
gas, will provide a very attractive backdrop for investments within
the sector in the coming quarters and years. .

Convertible securities. Convertible securities, both from developed
market and emerging market-domiciled issuers, are utilized in the
portfolio to help us better manage the portfolio’s risk/reward, to
provide the potential asymmetry in the risk profile, and to provide
diversified sources for alpha relative to the benchmark. While
convertibles in general provided equity like returns, the lowest
quality and highest delta (equity sensitivity) sectors and issues
performed the best in the fourth quarter and in 2013 in general.
As many lower quality issuers are raising growth capital through
hybrid securities like convertibles, we are on one hand encouraged

4

Utilities. An underweight position to Utilities added value during

by the sustained increase in issuance, yet cautious to the quality

the quarter. As investors shifted emphasis away from high dividend

and fundamentals of the paper being issued. Also, as we are very

paying “fixed income surrogates” and once again embraced riskier

cognizant of the portfolio’s overall equity sensitivity and beta profile,

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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we were managing the strategy’s equity sensitivity during the year,

that we are properly managing the strategy’s risk/reward profile, and

and rebalancing by reducing/selling the highest delta names, and

in meeting client expectations. In a year like 2013, it is exceptionally

allocating to issues with better risk/reward characteristics. In a strong,

difficult for the strategy to outperform the market, especially

positively trending market, that prudent risk management proved

considering the lack of volatility and the embrace of higher risk

challenging to returns as the high delta names within the index

investments, however we are confident this strategy and its emphasis

continued to march ahead on improved tolerance by the market for

on full market performance and managing downside volatility will

riskier structures.

prove effective as the bull market approaches its 5-year anniversary.

Positioning and Portfolio Changes

Our overall global outlook remains one of cautious optimism. As

We have positioned the portfolio with the goal of providing the

we move into the new year, we expect modest, but higher U.S.

opportunity for upside equity participation along with downside

and global economic growth. We also expect periods of market

protection in the event that markets retreat. We favor company

volatility due to global political uncertainties and ongoing budget and

structures that offer compelling risk/reward characteristics relative to

debt negotiations throughout the year. Within the U.S., household

their underlying common stocks. While we believe global economic

balance sheets are in much better shape than a year ago and the

growth will continue, we also anticipate periods of spiking volatility

housing recovery should continue to add to the wealth effect. With

within the markets and therefore maintain a strong focus on risk

manufacturing on a visible upswing, profit growth should continue

management.

to advance and monetary policy is likely to remain supportive
overall. We believe slow growth, relatively low interest rates and low

From a sector standpoint, key changes to the portfolio over the quarter
included:
Information Technology. We increased the portfolio’s allocation to
the IT sector during the quarter. As mentioned above, we favor IT due
to its exposure to long-term secular themes we have identified as well
as its productivity enhancement capabilities and sound valuations.

inflation are likely to persist throughout the next several quarters, if
not longer. Going into 2014, we are positioning our portfolios with
an eye towards an improving US and global economy benefitting
the consumer and economically-sensitive market areas, in general.
As such, we are favoring opportunities within consumer-related
technology, financials and consumer discretionary. In addition, we are
looking to emerging innovations within the technology and energy

Energy. We decreased the portfolio’s allocation to the energy sector

sectors. Lastly, we continue to favor relatively US-centric businesses,

during the quarter. The portfolio is now underweight the energy

while also monitoring global changes benefitting multi-national

sector relative to the index. While we believe the gradual recovery

exposure in the portfolio. As written in previous commentaries, our

in global growth and continued innovation within the oil and gas

team believes improving global economic data, modest earnings

exploration and production and equipment and services industries will

growth, low to moderate inflation and attractive valuations support

support growth opportunities within this sector, we trimmed select

our higher growth positioning.

holdings within this sector due to specific bottom up rationale.
For a more detailed review of our macro thoughts, please read our

Outlook

latest Global Economic Review and Outlook posted on www.

As a lower volatility equity strategy, we continue to believe in the

calamos.com.

merits of how we manage and position the strategy, and continue
to assess where we believe we are in the economic cycle, to insure
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Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies
which may differ significantly in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s).
Portfolio performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown. There is no guarantee that the
investment goals/objectives will be met. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index.
The information portrayed is for Calamos Global Opportunities Composite and as such only relate to the representative portfolio shown.
Representative holdings and portfolio characteristics are specific only to the portfolio shown at that point in time. Other portfolios will vary
in composition, characteristics, and will experience different investment results. The representative portfolio shown has been selected by the
advisor based on account characteristics that the advisor feels accurately represents the investment strategy as a whole.
The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic conditions
and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be considered
investment advice.
Performance returns presented reflect, unless otherwise noted the Calamos Global Opportunities Composite which is an actively managed
composite primarily investing in a globally diversified portfolio of equity, convertible and fixed-income securities, with equal emphasis on
capital appreciation and current income. The Composite was created February 16, 2006, calculated with an inception date of October 1,
1996 and includes all fully discretionary fee paying accounts of $500,000 or more, including those no longer with the Firm.
Country Return Statistics: Unless otherwise noted, country equity returns are based on the appropriate MSCI Index for the country listed.
The MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index) is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure
the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets. The index is calculated in both U.S. dollars and local currencies. The
MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance
of emerging markets. The MSCI Europe Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure
the equity market performance of the developed markets in Europe. The MSCI Japan Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of the developed markets in Japan. The MSCI World Index is
a market capitalization weighted index composed of companies representative of the market structure of developed market countries in
North America, Europe, and the Asia/Pacific Region.
The S&P 500 Index is a market-value weighted index and is widely regarded as the standard for measuring U.S. stock-market performance.
The BofA Merrill Lynch Global 300 Convertible Index (VG00) is a global convertible index composed of companies representative of the
market structure of countries in North America, Europe and the Asia/Pacific region. The indexes are calculated in both U.S. dollars and local
currencies. The BofA Merrill Lynch All Investment Grade U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA1) is comprised of issues of U.S. investment-grade
convertible bonds and preferreds. The BofA Merrill Lynch All Speculative Grade U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA2) is comprised of U.S.
speculative grade convertible bonds and preferreds. Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all distributions and, do not

reflect fees, expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest
directly in an index.
Fees include the investment advisory fee charge by Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are annualized. Chart
Data Sources: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Average annual total return measures net investment income and
capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an annualized
average assuming reinvestment of dividends and capital gains
distributions.
Calamos Advisors LLC is a federally registered investment advisor.
Form ADV Part 2A, which provides background information
about the firm and its business practices, is available upon written
request to:
Calamos Advisors LLC
2020 Calamos Court
Naperville, IL 60563-2787
Attn: Compliance Officer
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